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Ican was founded and started operations in early 2009 and has
rapidly grown into a vibrant diversified company with a staff strength
of over five hundred professionals spread across multiple locations.
Ican has attained and maintains positions of ...

About Us
Ican was founded and started operations in early 2009 and has rapidly grown into a vibrant
diversified company with a staff strength of over five hundred professionals spread across multiple
locations. Ican has attained and maintains positions of leadership in its chosen businesses.We firmly
believe that irrespective of the industry, organizations that are proficient in acquiring, servicing and
retaining the right customers excel in the long run. Managing customer relationships, fostering
improvement and adding value to them is how ICAN enables organizations worldwide to constantly
improve their business performance.The growth of Ican is spurred by the spirit of the individuals who
across levels to keep ahead of the rest, and constantly rise to the challenges that our businesses
throw at them. We have a team of highly motivated and competent professionals that propel us to
deliver the best possible work products to our clients.Ican's principal Global Operations Hub is in Navi
Mumbai in India. Ican occupies a physically walled and state of the art data secured facility with
multiple redundancies in place. Many of Ican's diverse businesses are operated and delivered from
this location.Ican is an entrepreneurial venture and in turn promotes the same spirit of taking
ownership and being accountable in its people. We are proud of attracting, retaining and growing
some of the best talent across levels in our businesses. This along with our robust processes and
abilities with...
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/ican-bpo/aboutus.html

Products & Services

OTHER SERVICES

Inbound-Appointment
Scheduling Service

Email Support Service

Chat Support Service

IT Consultancy

Factsheet
Year of Establishment

: 2009

Nature of Business

: Service Provider

CONTACT US
Ican Bpo Pvt. Ltd
Contact Person: Vinod Rao
Block A, Plot 145 / 6a Midc, Koper Khairne (E)
Navi Mumbai - 400710, Maharashtra, India
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